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Bound statesand zero-energyresonancesof one-dimensionalfinite periodic potentials are investigated,by meansof Levinson’s theorem. For finite range potentials
supportingno bound states,a lower bound for the (reduced)time delay at threshold
is derived. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the one-dimensionalpotential function

N-l

vN(x)=

c

v(x-id)

(1.1)

i=O

forming a finite periodic chain of N nonoverlapping potentials of general shape. The single
potential u(x) has its support in the interval [ - a/2,a/2] and d>a (nonoverlappingcondition).
The system is of practical interest, for instancefor the physics of superlatticeelectronic devices’
and optical properties of multiquantum wells.’ As the number N increases,it also constitutes a
simple model exhibiting a solid-state-like behavior, i.e., energy bands and gaps.3.4Recently, a
complete analytical solution of the scatteringproblem for V,(X) has been presented,3’yielding
4
closed compact expressionsfor the transmissionand reflection coefficients in terms of those for
the single potential u(x).
The presentwork completesthe analysis of this system by providing a generaldescription of
the bound state structureof VN(X), in terms of certain quantitiescharacterizingthe single scatterer.
More precisely, using Levinson’s theorem and the factorization property of the scatteringmatrix,
we generalizethe analysis of Ref. 5, for the double-potentialsystem, and show that V,(X) admits
at most N - 1 resonancedistancesdi , j = 1,. . . , N- 1, for which the reflection coefficient vanishes
at threshold and which correspondto a bound state level turning into a resonance.As a consequence,we find that, by lowering the spacing d between the potentials, V,(X) can lose at most
N- 1 bound state solutions.
For a potential supportingno bound states,the method also allows us to derive a lower bound
for the (reduced)time delay at threshold which improves one recently obtained in Ref. 5.
The work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review some basic facts of the onedimensional scattering.In Sec. III we discuss the two-potential system, as a preparativefor Sec.
IV, where we stateand prove our main result on the finite periodic potential. Finally, in Sec. V, the
lower bound for the zero-energytime-delay, in absenceof bound states,is derived.
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II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we presentsome well-known results of the one-dimensionalscatteringproblem,
to establish notation and some neededfacts.
The S-matrix. Let V(x), x ER, be a finite range potential that we shall assume bounded
everywhere.The associatedscattering matrix is the 2X2 unitary matrix

SUd=(
z-i;;;;;j.

(2.1)

where T(k) =I T(k)leiafik),
R(k) =I R(k)lei”Rck),
and L(k) =I L(k)leiaLck) are the transmission and reflection coefficients, from the right and left, respectively,at energyE = k2/2m (m is the
mass of the particle and we have set tL= 1). In addition of being unitary, S(k) has also the
property6.7
S( -k)=S*(k).

(2.2)

For our choice of potential, it is a smooth function of k>O, behaving like6*’
S(k)=Z+O(

as k-m.

l/k),

(2.3)

On the other hand, for the low energy limit, the following dichotomy is known to hold5-7
IT(k)12=Ck2+O(k4),

C>O,

(2.4)

for the generic case, and
jT(k)12=C’fO(k2),

O<C’cl,

(2.5)

for the exceptional case where the potential supportsa zero-energysolution. Notice that C’= 1 if
V(X) is parity invariant.5’8In the following, we shall speak of a zero-energyresonancewhenever
IT(O
1.
Levinson’s theorem. Levinson’s theorem establishesthe relationship between the low energy
behavior of the phase cu,(k) =arg T(k) and the total number A4 of bound statesof V(x) (see Ref.
5 and referencestherein). If a*(k) is defined to be continuous and such that cyr(~~)=O,then one
has [when k=O we drop it from the notation, i.e., ar=crr(O), T= T(O), and so on]
a,=(M-

$r,

L=R= - 1

(2.6)

TZO

(2.7)

for the generic case, and
QT=MT,

for the exceptionalcasewith a zero-energysolution. A zero-energysolution is usually called “half
bound state” becauseof the additional term l/2 in Eq. (2.7).
Factorization formula. Write the potential V(x) as the sum V(x) = V,(x) + V2(x), where we
have defined 0, E W)

with x1(x) being the characteristic function of the interval I. Let
(2.9)
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be the scattering matrix for the potential Vi(x),
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i = 1,2. Then, we have the factorization formula9

[2j-g=[$-y[g -y.

(2.10)

I?me delay. Since S(k) is unitary, it can be written S(k) = eiA@),where A(k) = - i log S(k) is
called the phaseshift operator.Taking one half of the trace of A(k) and differentiating with respect
to energy [dldE= (mlk)dldk]
yields the averaged(total) time delay”

7(k)= k F Tr A’(k)= f t Tr(-iSt(k)S’(k))=

F &(k)=

i T (a;(k)+ a;(k)),
(2.11)

where the prime denotesthe derivative with respectto k. Notice that a;(k) = a;(k) = a;(k) for
a parity invariant potential.5In the same way, we also define the spatial shift, H(k), causedby the
time delay r(k), by
(2.12)

H(k) = ; Q-(k)= cl+(k) = ; (c&(k) + a&q).
III. THE TWO-POTENTIAL

SYSTEM

Consider the potential
V(x)=ul(x)+u2(x-d),

where u,(x) and u*(x) have their supports in the intervals [-a1/2,a1/2]
respectively, and d>(a 1 +a2)/2. Let

Si(k)
=(Fi:iii::El)

(3.1)

and [-a,/2,a,/2],

(3.2)

be the scattering matrix for the potential u i(X), i = 1,2. When the coordinate axis is shifted by -d,
the scattering matrix SZ(k) is transformed as E2(k)-+Z2(k)e’2kd,
r2(k)--+r2(k)e-‘2kd,
t,(k)+t,(k).
Therefore, according to the factorization formula (2.10), we find for the transmission coefficient
T(k)=

rl(k)f,(k)

1 -rl(k)Z2(k)e2’kd’

(3.3)

For sake of simplicity, we assumein the following that u r(x) and uz(x) are parity invariant, i.e.,
Zi( k) = ri( k), i = 1,2. Then, we may also write
(3.4)

and
(3.5)
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where we have defined
A(k)=arctan

IZl(k)Z2(k)lsin((~t~(k)+(~1~(k)+2kd)
i

1-‘Zl(k)Z2(k)‘cos(al,(k)+alz(k>+2kd)

(3.6)

Denoting by hi = limk,o cu:i(k), i= 1,2, the zero-energylimit of the spatial shifts for u 1(x) and
u2(x), respectively, we have the following.
Proposition

I:

(A) Assume that u,(x) and u2(x) have n 1 and n2 bound states, respectively. If one can find a
distance da (a 1 + a,)/2, such that
then V(x) has n,+n, bound states;
(i) h,+h2+2d>0,
(ii) h, + h,+ 2d =0, then V(x) has n 1+ n2 - 1 bound statesand a “half bound state;”
then V(x) has n,-tn21 bound states.
(iii) h,+h2+2d<0,
(B) If ul(x) [or uZ(x)] has in addition a “half bound state,” then V(x) has n 1+ n2 bound states
for all d3(al+a2)12.
(C) If u 1(x) and u2(x) have both in addition a “half bound state,” then V(x) has nl +n2 bound
states and a “half bound state” for all da (a, + a,)/2.
Proofi The proof follows essentially the one given in Ref. 5, for the special case of two
identical potentials. We apply Levinson’s theorem to Eqs. (3.5), (3.6). We define ar(“)
= a,,(m) = cuf2(~) = 0, implying A(w)=arctan(O)=O [Zi(m)=O, i=1,2, by Eq. (2.3)]. Since
jZl(k)Z2(k)l#l,
forall k#O, thedenominatorinEq. (3.6) nevervanishesfork#O, sothatA(k) is
a continuous function of k.
(A) According to Eqs. (2.4), (2.6), we have
1 -Iti(k)12=

lZi(k)12=

1 -cik2+O(k4),

ci>O,

i=

l-2

(3.7)

and (dropping the k=O argument)
&,i=(?Zi-1/2)7T,

i=

1,2.

(3.8)

Using Eq. (3.7), the fact that the cuti
are odd functions of k [by Eq. (2.2)], and that
Z,(k)Z2(k)-+l
as k--+0, implying al, + CZ,~= 0 (modr), we find
2(h,.+h2+2d)k+O(k3)
A=k’e

A’k)=fz

axtan

(h,+h2+2d)2k2+(c1+c2)k2+O(k4)

(3.9)

Thus, A =~/2, 0, -n/2 if h, + h2+ 2d is positive, zero and negative, respectively. Introducing
Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) into Eq. (3.5), we obtain the desired result, according to Levinson’s theorem
(2.6),(2.7).
(B) If, say, u2(x) has a “half bound state,” but not u 1(x), then atZ = n2v and LYE
(nl - 1/2)7r. Furthermore,according to Eq. (3.6), I,=0 implies A =0 for all da (a 1 + a2)/21
zd Eq. (3.5) yields (~~=(n~+n~3)~ for all da(a,+a2)/2.
we conclude by Eq. (2.6).
(C) We have atj = nir, i=1,2 and, seemingly to point (B), A=0 for all d==(a,+a,)/2,
implying aT=(n,+n2)~ for all d>(a,+a2)/2.
We conclude by Eq. (2.7).
The Proposition is readily generalizedto the case where u 1(x) and u2(x) are nonsymmetric.
In that case, one can easily check that h, + h2 is to be replacedby a:, + a! . For point (B), the
only modification is that, as k-+0, Z,(k)--+Z, E R (seethe Appendix of Ref. 8)‘insteadof Z,(k)-+O.
Then, (Ye, + ffI = 0 (mod T), and now A =0 becauseof the vanishing of the sine [the same
remark holds for2point (C)l.
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In the nonresonantcase h t + h2+ 2df0, the transmission probability 1T(k) I2 has the form
(2.4). A straightforward calculation from Eq. (3.4) yields, for the constant C,
(3.10)
From Eqs. (3.5), (3.6), we also find for the spatial shift at threshold,
1 (hl+h2+2d)2+c1+c2

H=h,fh,-

2

hl+h2+2d

(3.11)

’

In the special case u r(x) = u2(x) = u(x) [i.e., V(x) = V,(x) with the notation of Eq. (1. l)], we
recover Proposition 1 of Ref. 5. The resonantcondition (ii) becomesh + d =0, where h = h, = h, ,
and correspondsto a transmissionprobability which is unity at threshold (zero-energyresonance).

IV. THE FINITE

PERIODIC

POTENTIAL

SYSTEM

Let
N-l

VN(X)=

2

u(x-id)

(4.1)

i=O

be a finite periodic chain of N nonoverlappingpotentials. The single potential u(x) has its support
in the interval [ -a/2,a/2]
and d>a. We denote by

S,(k)
= 2;;; $;) > s(k)=(;;;; ;j;;)

(4.2)

the scattering matrices for V,(X) and u(x), respectively. Using the factorization formula (2.10)
and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, one can write the transmission probability (TN(k)j2 in the
compact forn13’4

‘TN(k)‘2=

1+ U;-,(z)[

1 1. ,t(k),2]l’t(k)‘2

’

where z=cos(aAk)
+ kd)l)t(k)l,
a;(k) =arg t(k), and the UN(z) are the Chebyshev’spolynomial
of the second kind, satisfying the recurrencerelation”
UN(Z)-2zUf,L,(z)+UN+,(Z)=0

(4.4)

and boundary conditions U- i(z) =O, U,(z) = 1. In the following we shall also need the identity
ug/-,(z)+

u~_,(z)-2zU~-~(Z)U~-~(Z)=

1.

(4.5)

It immediately follows from Eq. (4.3) that, for a given incoming momentum k, the resonance
condition I TN(k) 12=1 occurs when either It(k) 12=1 (the single potential is transparentat this
In the former case, the resonanceis not affected by a variation of the
energy) or U,-,(z)=O.
distance d separatingthe potentials. In the latter case, the resonancesare determinedby the zeros
i.e.,
of U,-,(z),
cos(q(k)+kd)l’t(k)‘=cos(jnlN),

j=

l,...,N-
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and therefore,for a given k #O, there is always an infinite numberof resonancedistancesd 3 a, for
which the transmissionprobability is unity.
Consider now the low energy behavior of the resonanceconditions (4.6). In the exceptional
case ~t(0)]2#0,it immediately follows from Eq. (4.3) that IZ’,(O>]*#O[and /TN(O)]‘=1 if It(O) l]
so that, if v(x) supports a “half bound state” (or a zero-energyresonance),the same is true for
VN(x), for all daa. On the other hand, in the generic case
lt(k)/*=ck2fO(k4),

c>O,

the resonantconditions (4.6) become [use u,(k) = - a,( -k),
h+d
-+O(k*)=cos(j~/N),

j=

(4.7)
by Eq. (2.2), and Eq. (2.6)]

l,..., N- 1,

(4.8)

Jc
where h = limk,a a:(k) is the zero-energyspatial shift for V(X) and c is the positive constant
appearingin Eq. (4.7). Thus, contrary to the casek 20, as k-to, there are at most N - 1 resonance
distances
dj=-h+

&

cos(jrlN),

j=

I,..., N-

1,

(4.9)

for which the transmissionprobability is unity. Notice however that, since we must have daa, a
resonancecondition, say d=dj, can be realized only if djaa, which can be the case or not,
dependingon the given choice of the single potential V(X).
We are now in position to state our result, which relatesthe zero-energyresonanceconditions
(4.9) to the structure of the bound state spectrumof V,(x).
Proposition

2:

(A) Assume that u(x) has n bound states.If one can find a distanced3a such that
(i) d>d, , then V,(x) has Nn bound states;
,...,N-2, then VN(x) has Nn-j bound states;
(ii) dj+,<d<dj,j=l
(iii) d<d,-,,
then V,,,(x) has Nn-(N- 1) bound states;
N- 1, then VN(x) has Nn -j bound statesand a zero-energyresonance;
(iv) d=dj,j=l,...,
(B) Assume that V(X) has in addition a “half bound state.”Then, V,(x) has Nn bound statesand
a “half bound state” for all da a.
Proof: We shall proceedby a recursionprocedure.From Proposition 1, the result clearly holds
for N=2. We assumeit holds for some fixed N, 2GNSN’, and have to prove it for N=N’+l.
(A) We introduce the notation p=(h +d)l&
and consider first the “distances” of the form
p=cos(m7rlN),
lGmSN-1,
2SNSN’. For this, we write the potential as the sum
VNr+,(x)=
V,(x)+
VNt-,N+l(x-Nd),
2CNCN’.
Then, according to Eqs. (3.5), (3.6), the phase
may
be
written
as
aN’+1
= aTNt+,
~NI+~=cYN+cYN,-N+~+A.

(4.10)

By hypothesis, V,(X) supportsNn-m bound statesand a zero-energyresonance,and it follows
from points (B) and (C) of Proposition 1 that A =O. Thus,
aNf+l=(Nn-m)rfaNt-N+l.

(4.11)

To determine a,v’-,v+t, we distinguish, for N#N’, the following two possibilities: there exist
lsm’GN’-N,
such that (a)
m

m’

N=N~-N+I
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or (b)

m’+l
l%<N’-N+

m’

m

N’--N+

In case (a), by assumption, (YN’_ N+t=((N’-N+
aNt+,=((N’+

Moreover,
p=cos((m

Eq.
+m’)rl(N’

l)n-m’)n,

(4.13)

1’
and hence

(4.14)

l)n-(m+m’))r.

(4.12) is
equivalent to
mlN=(m+m’)l(N’+l),
+ l)), in accordancewith (iv). In case (b), we have

(4.15)

COS~N~~~~lj<P<COS(N,~~+~j.

Thus, by

aSSUIT@iOn,

oN’-N+, =((N’-

implying

N+ 1)n -m’ -!)?T, yielding

CYN~+I=((N’+

(4.16)

l)n-(m+m’)-h)r,

which is in agreementwith (ii), since Eq. (4.13) is equivalent to
m-km’

<m<m+m’+l

N’S1

N

N’+l

(4.17)

’

so that
cos(m;~~~lj<p<cos(~j.
For N=N’, ffN’-Nft=or=(n-

(4.18)

1/2)rr, and
(4.19)

aN~+l=(N’n-m)?r+(n-~)~=((N’+l)n-m-~)~,

which agreeswith (ii), if we set m’=O in (4.17),(4.18).
Consider now the case p+cos(mrlN),
1 SmcN1, 2GNcN’. Then, by assumption,none
of the potentials V,&X), N= 2 , . . . , N’, has a zero-energyresonance.Thus, writing the potential as
we can apply part (A) of Proposition 1. Setting IX=~~,
the sum VN~+~(X)=VN~(X)+U(X-N’d),
and observing that the distancebetweenthe centersof V,t(x) and u(x-N’d) is (N’-t l)d/2, we
obtain
(4.20)

CYNJ+~=CYN,+CY+A,

with

1

7r12 if

A=

0

if

-rr/2

H,,+h+(N’+
H,,+h+(N’+l)d=O
if H,t+h+(N’+

l)d>O

(4.2 1)
l)d<O.

Here, HNr denotesthe zero-energylimit of the spatial shift for VNr(x).
(3.10), (3.11) give (with obvious notation)
cp -2c
CN’-‘=(H,,-2+h+(N’-

1)d)”

‘I=’
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and, with H, = h,
H,,=H,,-,+h-;

(HN,-,+h+N’d)-

c, we have F,=2p,

Setting FNt~(HN~+h+(N’fl)d)lJ

CNr-3

(4.23)

f ,z;;;;,,.

and Eq. (4.22) becomes
C

=...=

F2&,I-2”’ Ft.

F*N’-2 F*N’-3

(4.24)

Moreover, Eq. (4.23) gives
FNr=f

1 cN’-l+c
FN'-I-;

F,,-

1

---

FNI-I

1

(4.25)

where, for the secondequality, we have used Eq. (4.24). Then, defining
(4.26)

UN~~F~***FNI,

we have F,t = UN’IUN’-r and, after multiplication by UN’-1U,+-2,
UN’UN’-2=~U~,_,-U~‘-2-

Eq. (4.25) yields

1 +2pUNt-1U,,t’-2).

(4.27)

Multiplying Eq. (4.4) by UNe2 and using Eq. (4.5), one finds that Eq. (4.27) defines the Chebyshev’s polynomials of the second kind, with argumentz=p. In other terms, we have shown that
Eq. (4.21) may be written in the alternative form
if

d2,
A=

0,

if

i - d2,

UNtIUNt-,>O,

UN’/UN’-t=O,
if UNrIUNt-I<O.

(4.28)

Assume first p>cos(~/(N’+l))>cos(?r/N’). Then, since the coefficient of p” in the Nth degree
= (N’n - i) r.
polynomial is unity, UN~IUN~ _ t >O, so that A = 9~12.Moreover, by assumption,LYNN
Hence, Eq. (4.20) gives
(4.29)

which is the desired result, in view of Eq. (2.6). Next, we assume
cos(‘-,t::-j<p<cos(~j,

m=l,...,N’-1.

(4.30)

Two consecutive zeros of UN, bracket exactly one zero of UN1 - , . More precisely,
(4.3

1)

If

,,,iy) <p<cos(
fi) <cos(
(m;t)T)
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 4, April 1995
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then, sgn UNl=(-

l)“, sgn UN!-I=(-

l)m-’ and sgn(UN~IUN~-t)=-l,
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implying
(4.33)

and we conclude by Eq. (2.6). On the other hand, if
,,s( (m;i)7i)

a,,(

yy

(4.34)

j <p<cos( Fj,

then, sgn UN! =sgn UN’_ t = (- 1)” and sgn( UN~/UNI _ t) = 1, implying
(4.35)
In the same way, for the case p<cos(N’~l(N’+l))<cos((N’-l)rrlN’),
sgn UN’=(-l)N’,
sgn UN’-l=(-l)N’-l
and sgn(UN*IUNl - r) = - 1, implying
aN’+I=

i

N’n-(N’-1)-z

lb

Finally, consider the case p=cos(mrl(N’
,,,( y

+ n-5
T--Z=
i
l)
T

i

f l)), m= l,...,N’.

j <,,,(E)

<,,,(

(N’+l)n-N’-i

we have

i

rr.

(4.36)

Then, A=0 and

yy.

(4.37)

Thus,
CTN,+t=(N’n-(m-l)-

$)rr+(n-

$r=((N’+l)n-m)n

and we conclude by Eq. (2.7).
(B) If u(x) supports a “half bound state,” then a=nr
sition 1, A =O. Thus,
ffN’+,=CYN’+n~=ffNr-1+2nrr=

(4.38)

and, by points (B) and (C) of Propo-

-**=a-l-N’nr=(N’+

l)nrr,

(4.39)

for all daa, which is the desired result, according to Eq. (2.7).
It is not difficult to check that, for a nonsymmetric u(x), the result of Proposition 2 remains
true. For this, notice that (4.3) holds for any shapeof the composing potential u(x), so the same
is true for the resonanceconditions (4.9). For a nonsymmetric u(x) the proof remains essentially
where one has to use the condition a:, + oiZ
the same, apart from the case pZcos(mnlN)
+ 2d instead of h , + h,+ 2d, and the correspondingformulas for the reflection coefficients.3’4
Condition (i) is always realized for a d sufficiently large and is consistent with the limiting
case of N infinitely separatedpotentials.As d approachesone of the resonancedistances(4.9), for
instanced t , a bound-statelevel approachesthe onset of the continuum and give rise to a vanishing
reflection coefficient at threshold. Then, the zero-energy “bound state” becomes unbound when
d<d t , and transforms into a resonance.In other terms, a superlattice composed of N identical
potentials admits, in general, at most N- 1 zero-energyresonancedistancesand can lose at most
N- 1 bound states by decreasingthe spacing d separatingthe potentials. On the contrary, if the
composing potential supports itself a “half bound state” [point (B) of the proposition], then the
number of bound states of the entire superlattice remains constant as the “period” d varies.
To illustrate the content of Proposition 2, we have plotted in Fig. 1 the bound-statelevels and
resonancesfor a system of N=7 attractive delta-function potentials X&x), X<O, as a function of
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E

-16
-32

-48
0. 00

0.22

d

0.43

0.65

FIG. 1. Bound-state levels and resonances of a superlattice of N=7 attractive delta-function potentials h&x), as a function
of the “period” d>O. The plot is for A.= -4 and m = 1.

(a =0 for a delta-functionpotential). In this caseh = - &= - 1lm 1XI, where m is the mass
of the incoming particle and we have set fi= 1. In the limiting cased-w, VN(X) has one boundstate level of energy E = - mX*/2, seventimes degenerate,which correspondsto the only boundstate level of the single potential. In accordancewith point (A)‘of the proposition, the superlattice
loses,one by one, six of its sevenbound states(which transform into resonances)as d approaches
each of the resonantdistancesdj=( l/mlX()(l-cosg’?r/7)), j=1,...,6. Finally, for d=O, the seven
delta-function potentials are superimposedat the origin and one is left with only one bound state
of energy -m(7h)2/2. For the plot we have chosen h= -4 and m=l.
Figure 2 illustrates point (B) of Proposition 2. For this, we have consideredthe single potential u(x) =X(&x) + 8(x - 1/m/X I)), which has exactly one bound state and a zero-energyresonance. Contrary to the case of Fig. 1, we now observethat the number of bound states remains
constant as d varies from infinity to a = 1lm I X ( .
A comment is in order. According to Proposition 2, one may be tempted to conclude that a
multipotential systemof N nonoverlappingpotentials can only lose bound statesby decreasingthe
distancesseparatingthe potentials. However, this is true only in the case where all the distances
and potentials are the same, i.e., in the special case of a finite periodic potential. To see this,
da0

0

-50 ’ ’
0.30

’
0.40

’
0.50

’ ’
0.60

d
FIG. 2. Bound-state levels of a superlattice of N=7 double delta-function potentials X(8(x)+&xof the “period” da l/mlAj. The plot is for A=-4 and m=l.
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consider for instancethe potential u(x) + u (X - d) + u (X - d- y), where da a and y>O is fixed. It
is then an easy exercise to show that the system loses a bound state when d decreasesbelow the
value - h + $( d=
- r), but subsequentlygets it back at d = - h, when the double potential
u(x) + u (X - d) has a zero-energyresonance.

V. A LOWER

BOUND

FOR THE TIME

DELAY

AT THRESHOLD

For the potential v(x), with support in the interval [-a/242/2],
delay

we define the reduced time

f(k)=& T(k)=;h(k)=;a;(k).

(5.1)

For a classical particle, causality implies 7,,(k) 2 - 1, for all k. In quantum mechanics, the same
lower bound holds, in general,in the high energy limit.” In Ref. 5, it was shown that it also holds
in the low energy limit, when the potential has no bound-statesolutions. Actually, according to the
analysis hereabove,a stronger lower bound can be proven in this case. More precisely, we have
the following.
Proposition
3: Let u(x) be a finite range potential, with support in the interval
I= [ -a12,a12], supporting no bound state solutions. Then,
;i =lim F(k)>-lf-.
k-+0

&

(5.2)

a

Proof
According to Proposition 2, one has, for a SdGd, = - h + & cos(nfN),
aNS (Nn - 1) rr. If the potential has no bound states,then n =0 and aiyG - rr, in contradiction with
Levinson’s theorem (2.6), (2.7). Thus a> - h + 6 cos(~/N) or, equivalently,

+>-l+cos(rrlN)

6
a.

(5.3)

Then, taking the limit N-W, we find (5.2).
Consider, as an illustration, the case u(x) =Xx1(x), G-0. Then, a straightforward calculation
yields
;i = - 1 +cosh( J--&L=
2mXa) -,

a

in agreementwith Proposition 3, since cosh(ma)
cosh(ma)
a delta-function potential (X+X/a,a-+O),
an equality in this special case.

2
J2mxIsinh( &a)/

(5.4)

’

2 1, It is worth noting that, in the limit of
-+ 1. Hence, the inequality (5.2) is in fact
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